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 What’s In The Box 

Please inspect the contents of your shipped package to ensure you have received everything that 
is listed below.  

All rights reserved.  
  

No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any form or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photo-copying, recording, or otherwise, except as may be expressly permitted by the applicable copyright 

statutes or in writing by the Publisher. 

Alpha Mobile Workstation: Stand, Laptop & Accessory Tray  
VESA Monitor Mount (TP-ALPA-02)  

A s s e m b l y  M a n u a l  

Alpha Docking Universal Support Stand  
with 5/8" Baby Pin Mount 

VESA Monitor Mount 

Proaim Alpha                   
3 x Wheels with Brakes  

1 x Hook  



 Alpha Stand Setup 

Proaim Alpha Workstation Tray  

Proaim Alpha Tool Tray  

2 x Springs 

1 x Workstation Tray Holder 

2. 

4 x Knobs 
4 x Washers 

 Loosen the knob of the Alpha stand and 
spread its legs on the floor                                 
(as per your requirement). 

 Secure the legs with the help of knobs at the 
top and bottom. 
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 Alpha Wheels Setup 

 Loosen the knob to adjust the stand height as 
per your need and tighten the knob back, as 
shown in the image. 

NOTE: The Alpha Stand has 3 sections to adjust 
the height with quick & secure locking knobs. 
The central main post of the stand is adjustable, 
through which you can change its height as you 
require. 

 Using an Allen key, loosen the bolts of the   
Alpha wheels. 

 Properly insert the alpha wheels into the    
Alpha support stand. 

NOTE: It is a set of three pneumatic wheels that             
revolve 360°, offering great mobility. 

 After inserting the Alpha wheels, properly  
secure them with the help of an Allen key and 
push the locking lever to stabilize the wheel. 

NOTE: Each wheel is secured to the standing 
leg with a locking lever and has a specially      
designed footbrake that keeps the stand       
completely steady, stable, and secure for        
reliable parking. 

NOTE:  Roll your stands smoothly around a set 
or location with Proaim Wheel Set, which     
combines perfectly with Proaim Alpha Support 
Stand and any 1x1" Square Legs Stands. 
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 Loosen the clamp knob of the workstation tray 
holder and then mount it onto the alpha      
support stand. 

 After mounting the workstation tray holder, 
tighten the clamp knob. 

NOTE: It’s tool-less mounting clamps make it  
super quick to connect, adjust & disconnect 
from a stand without hassle. 

NOTE: Proaim Alpha Workstation/Case Tray 
transforms your C-Stand into the best standing 
& moving laptop workstation that you can take 
where your work requires it to be. 

 Alpha Workstation Tray Setup 

 Alpha Tool Tray Setup 

 Mount the Alpha tool tray by sliding it onto 
the leg of the Alpha support stand and secure 
it properly by tightening the knob. 

NOTE:  In order to mount, you just need to slide 
and attach it over the leg-straps of the Alpha 
stand & tighten with four knobs at the back.  

NOTE: Proaim Alpha Tool Tray lets you keep 
your all essential & frequently used production 
tools near & organized. 
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 Mount the monitor mount on the stand and 
secure it completely. 

NOTE: Monitor Mount provides an additional 
3/8”-16 thread on the top for accessory 
mounting, e.g. Compatible LCD arms, mounts, 
etc. 

 By loosening the side knob, you can move the 

monitor mount up to 180° up-down, as shown 

in the images. 

 After loosening the inbuilt bolt, you can rotate 

the monitor mount up to 360°, as shown in the 

images. 

 Loosen the side knob of the stand mounting 
clamp as per your requirement. 

 Loosen and remove the knob from the other 

side of the stand mounting clamp and loosen 

the inbuilt bolt using an Allen key. 

NOTE: It’s all set to hold your block batteries, 
small-sized RAID systems, Allen keys & other  
essential tools. 

 VESA Monitor Mount Setup 
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 After the rotation, tighten the bolt and           
re-attach the knob. 

 

 Bolt-together the LCD and the monitor mount 
and then attach it to the stand mounting 
clamp. 

 
 

 Remove the monitor mount from the stand 
mounting clamp and attach it to the LCD. 

 Once the monitor mount is attached to the 
stand mounting clamp, secure it properly     
using an Allen key as shown in the image. 

Your setup is now ready. 
 Alpha Camera Stand also supports photo     

equipment & lighting accessories like reflec-
tors,     soft boxes, lights, utility trays, work-
stations, and many more. 

NOTE: The Stand has 5/8" baby pin mount on 
the top to attach the camera stabilizer system & 
gimbals with their support accessories. 
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Warranty: We offer one year warranty for our products from date of purchase. Within this period of time, 
we will repair it without charge for labor or parts. Warranty doesn’t cover transportation costs nor does it 
cover a product subjected to misuse or accidental damage. Warranty repairs are subjected to inspection 
and evaluation by us. 
  

Liability: We are not liable for damage caused by products that we do not supply or from mishandling in 
transit, accident, misuse, neglect, lack of care of the product, or service by anyone other than our company. 
  

Contact Us: In case of any kind of dissatisfaction, please Contact us immediately and we promise our    

utmost support and care until you use our product.  

YOUR PROAIM ALPHA MOBILE WORKSTATION: STAND, LAPTOP  
& ACCESSORY TRAY VESA MONITOR MOUNT  

ALL DRESSED UP AND READY TO GO! 

(SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES) 


